Appendix-I

SCHEDULE-I

I. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1. Name :

2. Sex :
   - Male □
   - Female □

3. Age :
   - 20 to 30 □
   - 30 to 40 □
   - 40 to 50 onwards □

4. Caste :
   - SC □
   - ST □
   - OBC □
   - GM □

5. Religion :
   - Hindu □
   - Muslim □
   - Jain □
   - Christian □
   - Others □

6. Education :
   - Illiterate □
   - Primary □
   - Middle School □
   - High School □
   - PUC □
   - Graduate □
   - Post Graduate □
   - Technical & Diploma □

7. Occupation :
   - Agriculture □
   - Business □
   - Service □

8. Income from all sources (Annual) :
   - Rs.10,000 or below, □
   - 10,000 to 50,000 □
   - 50,000 to 1 lakh □

9. Marital status :
   - Married □
   - Unmarried □

10. Family :
    - Nuclear □
    - Joint □

11. Duration of residence :
    - By birth □
    - Settled □
    - Mention the Year ________ (in HDMC limit)

12. Land holding (Acres) :
    - Landless □
    - 1 to 2 Acres □
    - 2-4 Acres □
    - 5 onwards □
"URBANIZATION AND POLITICAL PARTIES: COMPARATIVE STUDY OF DAVANAGERE AND BELGAUM DISTRICTS"

Part-I Conception about Development

Q. 1 What according to you is Development?

a) Extension of Services  
   b) Extension of basic services  
   c) Extension of Income generating activities  
   d) All of the above  
   e) None of them.

Q. 2 Of the following, which according to you may give you the benefit of Development

a) Modernization  
   b) Economic Progress  
   c) Democratization  
   d) Decentralization  
   e) All of the above

Q. 3. Do you feel Development brings about change?

a. Yes  
   b. No

Q. 4 If so, of the following what do you Identify as change inducing?

a) Change in Social value and social facilities  
   b) Change in Political activity and political participation  
   c) Change in Economic measurement and activities  
   d) Demographic changes  
   e) None of the above
Q. 5. When you talk about urbanization how do you understand it?

a) Investing rural capital in urban areas □
b) Migration of rural workers to urban areas □
c) Organized service extending services □
d) Supporting investment drives both at National and International levels □
e) All of the above □
f) None of the above □

Part –II

Information about Relationship between urbanization and Political parties

Q. 6 According to you Political Parties are ?

a) Helpful in aggregation of peoples’ aspirations □
b) Helps in Articulation of peoples’ aspirations □
c) An organization of civilians with common interest □
d) An organization of people interested in occupying power □
e) A linkage that binds society and state □
f) None of the above □

Q. 7. 1 your district, do you have Political parties actively functioning?

a) Yes □
b) No □

Q. 7.a( If yes, Name them

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Q.7.b) Of the above who has been more helpful to urbanization

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Q. 7.c) On what grounds do you determine that a Political party has been
helpful to urbanization

Q. 8. How do you view the relationship between Political Parties and
Urbanization?

a) Effort of Political parties and their support to prepare Ground for
capital investment

b) Political parties are helpful in reforming service extending institutions

c) Vision of Political Parties regarding sustained urbanization process

d) Encouragement to activities that support the investment environment
dependent on one another indicator of its relation to urbanization

e) Political parties would like to strengthen the process of
democratization and hence are development oriented.

Part -3 Functioning of Political Parties

Q. 9. How do you rate the activities of Political parties in your District

a) Satisfactory

b) Good

c) Not Satisfactory

d) No activities at all

e) Don’t know
Q. 10. According to you, what are the major aspects a Political Party should possess in its activity to be recognized as urbanization friendly?

- a) Good Organization
- b) Large Membership
- c) Strong Monitory issues
- d) Good political base
- e) Ability to maintain status quo

Q. 10.a) In your district which Political Parties have the above said characters?

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Q. 11. How do you vouch for the activity of a Political party?

- a) By its contribution to policy making in city municipality/corporation
- b) On the strength of its political base
- c) On its status and its relation with upper echelons of power
- d) Its support extended to urbanization

Q. 12. How do you think Political parties contribute to urbanization process?

- a) By bringing the attention of committees in local bodies to the public interest issues and activating it.
- b) By grappling to power
- c) By its relation with higher echelons of power.
- d) By scientifically assessing peoples needs and aspirations and Planning accordingly
- e) By collecting funds and infrastructure facilities useful to urbanization.
Part-4 Urbanization and Political Parties

Q. 13. Party Politics is Pro-Urbanization;
   a) Yes □
   b) No □

Q. 14. Which of the following Political parties can actually realize Urbanization according to you?
   a) National level Parties □
   b) Regional level parties □
   c) Local level Parties □
   d) Party in power at centre □
   e) Party in Power at State □

Q. 15. Urbanization and Political parties are mutually contributory?
   a) Yes □
   b) No □

Q. 16. Industrialization alone is an indicator of urbanization;
   a) Yes □
   b) No □

Q. 17. Urbanization brings complex administrative challenges and Political Parties are essential to resolve it;
   a) Yes □
   b) No □
Q. 18. When you observe the progress of your district do you find that it is progressive?

a) Yes  □
b) No □

Q) 18.a) If yes, how do you recognize it.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
|                                                                                                                               |
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Q. 19. Has Municipality corporation given primacy to solve people's problem and administration reform administration?

a) Yes □
b) No □
c) If yes

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
|                                                                                                                               |
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Q. 20. How much have the local representative worked for a 'clean city'?

a) To some extent □
b) To Great extent □
c) To a satisfying extent □
d) No action □

Q. 20. a) What action have Political Parties taken to restrain the effects of development and industrialisation on environment?
Q. 21. Which model of urbanization do you have in your mind, when you talk of urbanization?
   a) Bangalore □
   b) Mumbai □
   c) Chennai □
   d) Delhi □
   e) Any other □

Q. 22. Are Political Parties influenced by globalization in working towards urbanization?
   a) Yes □
   b) No □

Q. 23. Do you think globalization has had an impact on urbanization process?
   a) Yes □
   b) No □